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President's Report

Prof. Javad Mashreghi (Laval)

Dear members of the Canadian Mathematical Society,
I greet you warmly and wish you the best for the rest of 2022 with hopes for a healthier environment. I have reached the
end of my mandate as the President of the Canadian Mathematical Society (CMS). It has been a great privilege for me to
serve the Canadian mathematical community in this role. The past two years, the pandemic era, were filled with numerous
challenges for all of us. The Canadian Mathematical Society was no exception to this and experienced several difficult,
intense periods.
During this time, I learned a great deal about the diversity, richness and depth of our community. It was extremely
rewarding to deal with the challenges that faced us; to collaborate and consult with members of the Society; to make hard
decisions; and to handle any other situations that the CMS faced. Our Society is enriched with highly motivated and
hardworking individuals, as well as a highly professional Executive Office led by Executive Director, Dr. Termeh Kousha. It
would have been rather difficult, if not impossible, to achieve all of our goals and to lay the foundation for the future of the
Society without Termeh’s involvement over the past two years. Her devotion to the CMS is incredibly valued and
unparalleled. We are also fortunate to have numerous volunteers who are essential to the daily functions of the Canadian
Mathematical Society.
All of the Society’s interactions over the past two years have been virtual. As a matter of fact, some colleagues have
already called me a “Virtual President.” Our new digital life has brought us numerous new challenges in our efforts to serve
the mathematical community. Staff members worked from home to keep our meetings and competitions alive. However,
this was not as pleasant as working in the office, which led the majority of our staff to leave their positions during the most
crucial periods for the Society. This was an enormous burden for Termeh to carry; imagine facing a resignation right before
a major meeting, or on the eve of an international competition. Nevertheless, thanks to the great patience and
perseverance of Termeh and her team, new members were hired and the wheels of Society never stood still.
During my time as President of the Society, I strongly committed to promoting equity, diversity, and inclusiveness at all
levels. The EDI committee was strengthened, the Reconciliation in Mathematics Committee was enhanced, and the Human
Rights Committee was established to address outstanding issues within Canada as well as internationally. Through public
messages about atrocities such as those in London (ON), Kamloops (BC), and Atlanta (GA, USA), we expressed our views.
The CMS was also one of the first societies to boycott participation in the ICM-2022 in St-Petersburg. A few days after our
declaration, the IMU cancelled the in-person meeting of the ICM in Russia.
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President's Report (continued)

After more than twenty years of discussion and consideration, the CMS finally approved the creation of a new journal, the
so-called Transactions of the Canadian Mathematical Society. Initial publication assessment discussions have begun with
our current publisher, the Cambridge University Press (CUP). Incidentally, our current contract with CUP finishes in 2023.
Generally speaking, due to the upcoming open-access era, the future of the publication of the Canadian Journal of
Mathematics and the Canadian Mathematical Bulletin is at stake. It is important to discuss the publication of our three
journals with other big players and that the best course of action for the next five years be adopted. It is likely that this will
be the most important topic on the President's desk for the rest of 2022 and a major part of 2023.
I brought forth the idea of the Canadian House of Mathematics a couple of years ago, when I was VP-Quebec. The plan
began to move forward in 2021, after many ups and downs at different levels of the Executive Committee, the Board, and
the ad-hoc Committee for the House. We visited more than 30 buildings and made six offers, which were all rejected or we
walked away. The most recent offer came very close to being finalized, but in the end did not work out. I would like to
highlight some key information which, if neglected, will prevent the establishment of the House of Mathematics. All
buildings in downtown Ottawa are old; each with their own problems. With this in mind, it is crucial to avoid panicking when
inspectors highlight these issues. Moreover, there is some divergence of views, both hidden and transparent, between the
members of the ad-hoc committee. We should also explore buildings outside the downtown area. With that said, there is
some good news in the air for the CMS. It seems that the market is losing its momentum and the interest rates will be
increased by 0.75% in June. This will put us in an excellent position to purchase an appropriate building in the coming
months, since we will not be applying for a loan (an enormous step for the CMS).
Each year the CMS has the opportunity to recognize our beloved colleagues for their outstanding contributions to research,
teaching, and service in mathematics across Canada. We have numerous focussed awards as well as the newly-created
Fellows of the CMS program. The award laureates for 2021 are: Anita Layton (Waterloo) for the Krieger-Nelson Prize; Luke
Postle (Waterloo) for the Coxeter-James Prize; Alfonso Gracia-Saz (Toronto) for the Excellence in Teaching Award; Joel
Kamnitzer (Toronto) for the Jeffery-Williams Prize; Christopher Liaw (Toronto) for the Doctoral Prize; and Joseph Khoury
(Ottawa) for the Adrien Pouliot Award. The 2021 Fellows of the Canadian Mathematical Society are: François Bergeron
(UQAM); Brian E. Forrest (Waterloo); Kseniya Garaschuk (Fraser Valley); Eyal Z. Goren (McGill); Lisa C. Jeffrey (Toronto);
Veselin Jungic (Simon Fraser); and David A. Pike (Memorial). I am proud to congratulate this amazing group for their
inspiring contributions to mathematics in Canada.
In June 2022, Prof. David Pike (Memorial) will take the reins as President of the CMS as my term comes to an end. David will
face some challenges in the next two years, but I am truly confident that he will be able to handle anything that comes his
way. I thank all CMS members for having given me the opportunity to serve and wish all a happy and healthy remainder of
2022.
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Prizes and Awards
Jeffery-Williams Prize
Dr. Joel Kamnitzer (University of Toronto) is the recipient of the 2021 Jeffery-Williams Prize,
which recognizes outstanding and sustained contributions to mathematical research by a
member of the Canadian mathematical community
Joel Kamnitzer received his PhD in 2005 at the University of California in Berkeley under the
supervision of Allen Knutson, with a thesis on Mirkovic-Vilonen cycles. He held postdoctoral
positions at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), at UC Berkeley, and the
Mathematical Sciences Research Institute (MSRI). He joined the faculty of the University of
Toronto in 2008, where he has been full professor since 2016.
The CMS recognizes Dr. Kamnitzer as a world leader in the field of geometric representation theory. He has had some
of the most original and influential contributions of the past 20 years in his field.
His field of research can be described as an interface between algebra, geometry and modern mathematical physics.
Among his recent interests are the categorification program and algebraic problems in modern mathematical physics.
One particular strand of Dr. Kamnitzer’s research is a novel approach to knot homology based on the study of the
affine Grassmannian, an infinite-dimensional manifold which is one of the main objects of modern geometric
representation theory. In particular, he developed a geometric approach to categorification of knot homology.
Another important contribution of Dr. Kamnitzer is his work on symplectic duality, which involves the quantization of
certain slices of the affine Grassmannian.
Dr. Kamnitzer was the recipient of the André Aisenstadt Prize of CRM in 2011, and has held a Simons Fellowship as well
as an E.W.R. Steacie Memorial Fellowship. He has published widely, always in top journals, and is a regular speaker at
international mathematical venues. He has won teaching awards, and is an influential educator, having supervised 14
PhD students and 11 MSc students to date.
Joel Kamnitzer is a world-class mathematician whose influence significantly advanced a large portion of modern
mathematics. The CMS is proud to award him the 2021 Jeffery-Williams Prize. Dr. Kamnitzer gave the Jeffery-Williams
Prize Lecture at the 2021 Summer Meeting.
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Krieger-Nelson Prize
Dr. Anita Layton (University of Waterloo) was named the recipient of the 2021 Krieger-Nelson Prize
for her exceptional contributions to mathematical research with applications ranging from fluid
dynamics to biology and medicine.
After earning a PhD in Computer Science from University of Toronto, Dr. Layton has built an
impressive academic career with accomplishments throughout applied mathematics and the
sciences. She was a long-time faculty member at Duke University where she held the Robert R. and
Katherine B. Penn Professorship of Mathematics. Recently she moved to the University of Waterloo
as a Canada 150 Research Chair in Mathematical Biology and Medicine.
Dr. Layton has been recognized as a distinguished figure in the applied mathematics research at the interface of
mathematical computation and biomedical sciences with direct impact in clinical health care. She is the author of over 170
publications that include top journals in applied mathematics, physiology, and medicine.
In addition to Dr. Layton’s ground-breaking work in mathematical biology, she has also published many impactful and wellcited studies in computational fluid dynamics; in particular, computational methods for fluid-structure interaction problems.
Here, a deformable object is immersed in an incompressible fluid so that the object moves with the fluid and also exerts
forces on it. These problems are notoriously hard to solve, both analytically and computationally.
Dr. Layton has been at the forefront of studying and developing numerical methods which preserve the sharp fluidboundary interface. For example, with then colleague Tom Beale, she was the first to present a rigorous analysis of the
immersed interface method of Li and LeVeque.
Dr. Layton’s expertise on systems of nonlinear advection-diffusion equations coupled with algebraic equations has, in part,
furnished her long-standing program of research on kidney function, and specifically on the kidney’s ability to concentrate
salt and other products in the outflow. Here she has addressed important problems in physiology and medicine, and
corrected several misconceptions about kidney function that have plagued the textbooks for years. By working with renal
physiologists, Layton was able to develop a model of fluid and solute exchange in the kidney that accounts for its
concentrating ability. She developed a fast numerical solver that proved to be vital as it allowed for parameter sensitivity
studies that are based on many repetitions of otherwise time-consuming and costly simulations.
It is worth noting that Dr. Layton’s work has inspired new experimental and clinical studies in the area of renal physiology
and associated medical care. Her work has also highlighted the importance of sex differences in mathematical models for
biological systems.
Overall, Dr. Layton is an outstanding applied mathematician whose impact is vast and truly interdisciplinary. The CMS is
proud to award her the 2021 Krieger-Nelson Prize.
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Coxeter-James Prize
Dr. Luke Postle (University of Waterloo) was named the recipient of the 2021 CoxeterJames Prize for his work in the area of graph theory. Dr. Postle received his award and
presented a prize lecture during the CMS Winter Meeting in December 2021.
Dr. Luke Postle is an exceptional young researcher in structural graph theory, earning
his Ph.D. in 2012 in the Department of Mathematics at the Georgia Institute of
Technology. He quickly earned a strong international reputation by using a broad and
innovative range of tools to solve old and deep problems in combinatorics. He made
several significant contributions, to difficult, important, and long-standing open
problems in graph colouring.
Dr. Postle established himself as a leading researcher in graph theory. He published in the top journals such as
Journal of Combinatorial Theory B (JCTB), Combinatorica, and Journal of Graph Theory, and gave talks at conferences
and universities around the world. He made ground-breaking progress on many famous conjectures in graph
colouring, including Hadwiger’s Conjecture, the Goldberg-Seymour Conjecture, Reed’s Conjecture, and Jaeger’s
Conjecture.
Luke Postle has launched a new paradigm in graph coloring with his introduction of a new generalization of coloring.
Namely in 2015, Luke Postle and his collaborator Zdenek Dvorak introduced correspondence colouring in article
published in JCTB, now referred to as DP-colouring by the community after their surnames. Correspondence
colouring is a generalization of list colouring.
List colouring, itself a generalization of colouring, was first introduced by Erdos, Rubin and Taylor in the 1970s and is
now the subject of over a thousand journal articles. In list colouring each vertex has its own list from which it must
be coloured. In correspondence colouring, they abstracted this by removing any `global’ notion of colour and rather
only using a `local’ notion, individual to each vertex. Such a generalization can actually be used for inductive
purposes to solve list colouring problems, namely they used the concept to solve a 15-year-old conjecture that
planar graphs without 4 to 8 cycles are 3-list-colourable.
Since then, their article has garnered 86 citations in 3 years according to Google Scholar and indeed the article is
listed on JCTB’s own website as its most cited article published since January 2018. Correspondence colouring has
been used both to solve open colouring problems and been studied in its own right as a natural form of colouring.
For example, correspondence colouring proved a key ingredient in Luke Postle’s research on Reed’s conjecture.
Dr. Postle is currently an Associate Professor in the Department of Combinatorics and Optimization at the University
of Waterloo. Since joining Waterloo in 2014, he was awarded a Tier 2 Canada Research Chair and an Early Researcher
Award from the government of Ontario.
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Doctoral Prize
Dr. Christopher Liaw (University of Toronto) was named the 2021 CMS Blair
Spearman Doctoral Prize recipient. Dr. Liaw received his award at the CMS Winter
meeting.
Christopher Liaw is an outstanding researcher whose work has contributed
fundamentally to mathematical foundations of machine learning. His dissertation
addresses two important problems in theoretical machine learning.
The first problem focuses on identifying the sample complexity of learning mixtures of Gaussians — a longstanding open problem, with previous solutions requiring extra assumptions. Working together with several
collaborators (Hassan Ashtiani, Shai Ben-David, Nick Harvey, Abbas Mehrabian, and Yaniv Plan), Dr. Liaw gave a
precise characterization with minimal assumptions. Moreover, this work developed a new tool for distribution
learning, which has since been applied to give the sample complexity for learning other classes of
distributions. This resulted in a “best paper award” at NeurIPS 2018, an extraordinary distinction.
On another line focusing on online learning, Christopher Liaw considers online predictions with expert advice,
which is a classic model in learning theory. The problem is to find an optimal algorithm to choose a probability
distribution over experts where at each day each expert receives a reward and the algorithm receives the
expected reward under the chosen distribution. The goal is that, at all times, the total reward earned by the
algorithm so far must nearly equal the maximum total reward of any expert by that time. It has been known
for decades that there is an algorithm whose reward is only 𝑂(√𝑡 ln 𝑛) smaller than the best expert’s reward
and this is optimal up to constants. The open question of finding the optimal constant has been posed as early
as 1997. Liaw’s work (joint with Nick Harvey, Ed Perkins, and Sikander Randhawa) resolved this question
exactly for n = 2.
Liaw completed his PhD at the University of British Columbia in 2020 under the supervision of Nicholas Harvey.
He has received several awards including a NeurIPS Best Paper Award as well as CGS-M, PGS-D and PDF
fellowships from NSERC. He has an excellent publication record with three journal papers and ten papers in
computer science conferences. He is currently a postdoctoral fellow at the University of Toronto.
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Adrien Pouliot Award

Dr. Joseph Khoury (University of Ottawa) is the recipient of the 2021 Adrien Pouliot Award in recognition of
his outstanding contributions to mathematics education. The award will be presented at the 2021 CMS
Winter Meeting.
Over the last two decades, Joseph has worked tirelessly to promote mathematics and mathematics
education at the University of Ottawa, within the local community, and on the national level. An extremely
talented and dedicated teacher, Joseph was also awarded the 2020 Canadian Mathematical Society’s
Excellence in Teaching Award and the 2017 Graham Wright Award for Distinguished Service. Beyond the
classroom, Joseph has produced a wealth of resources for both students and colleagues alike.

Dr. Paul-Eugene Parent, chair of University of Ottawa’s Department of Mathematics and Statistics praised Dr. Khoury’s dedication
and said:

"He goes beyond the course curriculum to give students a chance to explore further and to be inspired. For example, he created the webpage
called “Linear Algebra close to Earth” to accompany our core first course in Linear Algebra. The course has a reputation on campus to be dry
and very theoretical. The wealth of applications he included on the page became an important source for inspiration for students following the
course. It was even followed by students and instructors abroad."

His efforts to help students learn transcend the discipline. In fact, his 2011 student guide to success in Mathematics, which tackled
both social and academic aspects of success, has become widely viewed across the University of Ottawa’s campus as a “passport”
to success in math courses.
Joseph’s influence reaches far beyond the borders of the University of Ottawa. In 2001, he co-founded the Math Horizons Day with
the goal of educating young students about the importance of mathematics in our world. This program continues today with up to
170 students and teachers from the Outaouais and Kingston regions participating on an annual basis.
To raise the profile of the event, Joseph invites dignitaries to hand out trophies for schools and seizes the opportunity of media
presence to make the case of the importance of math education for youth.
Joseph is also a frequent speaker at high schools and fairs in the Ottawa area, as well as at the Ontario Association of Math
Educators (OAME), the largest assembly of math educators in Canada. His presentations to students focus on the power of
mathematics and how the discipline has impacted the technologies that we all rely upon each day. His presentations to teachers
focus on extracurricular activities that they can use to inspire and motivate their own students.
Joseph is not only the math camps program coordinator, but has organized a CMS math camp at the University of Ottawa for more
than two decades. This is the largest Math camp in the country in terms of number of participants, duration, and scope of
activities. He works tirelessly months before the camp to secure lecturers, staff, funding, material, and every other logistical
aspect. The camp runs bilingually.
Joseph has also played a diverse and very significant role in promoting mathematics at the national level. Among his many
valuable contributions, Joseph has served multiple terms as the Chair of the Canadian Mathematical Society’s Education Committee
and the Chair of its Bilingualism Committee. He leveraged his considerable experience gained in organizing highly successful math
camps in Eastern Ontario to guide him as the Society’s national coordinator of nearly two dozen camps held annually across all
regions of the country. In addition, Joseph has brought a strong voice in support of mathematics to the Prime Minister Awards in
STEM education, having lobbied hard to have similar recognition for teachers at the college and undergraduate levels. He served
on the committee for reforming the National Museum of Science and Technology, fostering a plan to include a temporary exhibit
highlighting Canadian mathematics in the new museum. He was also a member of the national focus group to enhance the image
of mathematics in Canada.
In addition, Joseph co-authored The Mathematics that power our world, How is it made? and Jim Totten’s Problems of the week :
two books dedicated to the beauty of Mathematics and the central role in plays in our modern society.
For his unwavering dedication to our discipline, Dr. Joseph Khoury is a most deserving recipient of the 2021 Adrien Pouliot Award.
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Excellence in Teaching Award
Professor Alfonso Gracia-Saz (Toronto) was named the 2021 recipient of the CMS Excellence in Teaching
Award. Professor Gracia-Saz was due to accept his award during the 2021 Summer Meeting.
Unfortunately, Alfonso passed away in May of 2021, before he could accept his award. His partner, Nick,
accepted his award on his behalf.
It is said that when Dr. Gracia-Saz taught, he reinvented teaching. His work with the University of
Toronto’s legendary MAT137 (Calculus with Proof) is an excellent example of his dynamic teaching style;
his reorganization, his attention to detail, his famous problem sets, and his inspiring lectures and
videos.
Alfonso gave this challenging course a new level of energy (particularly significant during the pandemic challenges). A second
example is found in his design of the instructor training program at the University of Toronto, a program that has now been
extended to all Teaching Assistants in the Mathematics Department.
According to his Toronto colleague, Professor Galvao-Sousa:

“Professor Gracia-Saz belongs to this rare breed of born teachers that possess not only the knowledge and creativity but also the warm and
dynamic personality that allows him to teach students in such a natural way that the barrier between teacher and student ceases to exist.”

Jeremy Quastel, the Chair of the Mathematics Department at Toronto makes it clear that Alfonso Gracia-Saz’ work with MAT137
was a great achievement:
"Alfonso has very high standards and expects a strong commitment on the part of his students. But he is very generous with his time and
makes it abundantly clear that he is more than willing to offer help to anybody who needs it. The upshot has been staggeringly good course
evaluations for Alfonso personally, but also very good results for the course overall."

Peter Taylor, the Chair of the CMS Excellence in Teaching Award Committee, remarks:

"An important reason for Alfonso’s success as a teacher of mathematics who is exigent with his students is the elevated standard of
performance he sets for himself. For example, his videos are remarkable, both technically and conceptually––they give you an experience
that is both challenging and joyful."

Alfonso Gracia-Saz obtained a Licenciatura (BSc) in both Physics and Mathematics from Universidad de Zaragoza (Spain), in
2000-2001, and a PhD in Mathematics from The University of California at Berkeley in 2006 (supervisor: Alan Weinstein). He held
postdoctoral positions at Keio University (Japan) and University of Toronto before taking faculty positions first at the University
of Victoria and then at the University of Toronto where he worked as Associate Professor (Teaching Stream). His research
interests were centered in active learning, inquiry-based learning, Poisson geometry and Lie algebroids.
For 13 years, Alfonso served as an instructor and the Academic Coordinator of the Canada/USA Math Camp. His calculus YouTube
channel with 200 videos has over 10,000 subscribers and well over 3 million views. He was active in mathematics outreach
through competitions, math camps, science fairs and undergraduate research. He has worked in a prison university project
(currently Mount Tamalpais College) and has written a mathematical play. He and his partner, Nick, enjoyed contra dancing,
cooking and complex board games.
It is with great pride that the Canadian Mathematical Society remembers Alfonso Gracia-Saz as our 2021 Excellence in Teaching
Award Recipient. We are so grateful for his many contributions to the mathematical community, and are deeply saddened by his
passing.
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The Canadian Mathematical Society's 2021 Class of Fellows consists of 7 members from the Canadian
mathematical community.
The Fellowship recognizes CMS members who have made excellent contributions to mathematical research,
teaching, or exposition; as well as having distinguished themselves in service to Canada’s mathematical
community.
Induction to the 2021 Class of Fellows was based upon nominations, reception of the David Borwein
Distinguished Career Award or the Graham Wright Award for Distinguished Service, or reception of any other CMS
prize or award for outstanding contributions to research, education, exposition and service to the Society or
having served the CMS as a Vice-President, a standing committee chair or Editor-in-Chief of the CMS’ Canadian
Mathematical Bulletin or Canadian Journal of Mathematics.
The 2021 Class of Fellows was recognized at the CMS Winter Meeting in December 2021.

CMS 2021 Class of Fellows:
François Bergeron (UQAM)
Brian E. Forrest (Waterloo)
Kseniya Garaschuk (Fraser Valley)
Eyal Z. Goren (McGill)
Lisa C. Jeffrey (Toronto)
Veselin Jungic (Simon Fraser)
David A. Pike (Memorial)
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Each summer, CMS Math Camps provide students with an interest in
mathematics with a unique and unforgettable experience. The camps take
place in universities and CEGEPs across Canada and range from day camps to
week-long events . Students who attend the camps leave with new friends, new
ideas, and a new outlook on mathematics. CMS Math camps are a great
opportunity to enhance skills and knowledge, gain a new perspective on
mathematics and make new friends with similar interests .
Many 2021 camps were cancelled or held virtually due to the COVID-19
pandemic. There were several successful virtual camps offered again this year.
The number of camps offered in 2021 increased from 2020, with the CMS
offering 6 Regional Camps, 1 National Camp, and 5 Specialty Camps.
There are already 15 Regional Camps, 2 National Camps, and 9 Specialty
Camps confirmed for 2022.
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Summer 2021

Over 1000 mathematicians attended the online 2021 CMS 75th+1 Anniversary Summer Meeting from June 7-11. This
was the third online meeting that the CMS has hosted. Participants attended over 40 scientific sessions; five
plenary lectures; three prize lectures and one public lecture over the course of the meeting. The plenary lecturers
were Henri Darmon (McGill University; Moon Duchin (Tufts University); Matilde Marcolli (University of Toronto);
Aaron Naber (Northwestern University); and Ian Putnam (University of Victoria).
Three-hour mini courses were offered on Friday June 4. There were eight mini courses in diverse areas of
mathematics, including a student mini course on Career Diversity in mathematics.
On Monday morning, the conference officially began with an opening and welcome given by CMS President, Javad
Mashreghi, followed by a plenary lecture by Ian Putnam.
The CMS Student Committee (STUDC) hosted a student social giving students a chance to network and interact in a
non-academic setting in a relaxed atmosphere buoyed by icebreaker activities. Mathematically themed games
were also played.
At the end of Wednesday, CMS hosted a well attended Public Lecture featuring Anne Broadbent (University of
Ottawa) who gave a talk entitled The apple of my i.
The meeting was bookended by two related events with integrated registration. The first was the Canadian Women
in Mathematics Across Canada (CWiMAC) meeting from June 2-3. The purpose of the CWiMAC workshops is to
support the career development of junior female-identified academics in the Canadian mathematics community.
The second was the annual CMESG meeting from June 11th to June 13th. The 2021 meeting included special joint
sessions with the CMS as well as GDM (Groupe de didactique des mathématiques du Québec). Additionally, CMESG
co-hosted a panel on June 7, 2021 that focused on Data Literacy in light of world events of the past year.
During the 2021 Summer Meeting attendees were able to network with peers and like-minded individuals on the
online community boards and in our networking sessions.
The Women in Mathematics committee invited all participants to participate in a discussion on balancing
mathematics and life in COVID times during one of the breaks. Additionally, there was a break on mathematics and
film moderated by Brett Stevens (Carleton).
*section continues on the next page.
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Summer 2021 (continued)
There was not an awards banquet at the 2021 75th anniversary meeting, but the CMS recognized our 2021 prize
winners during the opening remarks and prize winners also gave lectures. Those recipients include: Joel
Kamnitzer (University of Toronto) recipient of the Jeffery-Williams Prize who gave a lecture on Perfect bases in
the representation theory of semisimple Lie algebras and Anita Layton (University of Waterloo) recipient of the
Krieger-Nelson Prize who gave a prize lecture on His or Her Mathematical Models – Understanding Sex
Differences in Physiology. This year, the Excellence in Teaching Prize was awarded to Alfonso Gracia-Saz. For the
last 7 years, Alfonso Gracia-Saz worked tirelessly in [MN1] [SW2] his course Calculus with Proofs (called
“Calculus!”). had a huge impact on students, undergraduate and graduate, and professors. This talk was prepared
by his colleague Bernardo Galvao-Sousa (Toronto) in memory of Alfonso who passed away from COVID-19. In the
talk, Bernardo guided the audience through the story of Calculus! and Alfonso’s development as an educator.
The AARMS – CMS Student Poster Awards were also presented during the online event. The winners were
AARMS Prize: Yuying Li (Western University) with Modelling and pricing cyber security risk; CMS President’s
Prize: Axel Turnquist (New Jersey Institute of Technology) with Optimal transport on the sphere; and CMS
Student Committee Prize: Stéphanie Abo (University of Waterloo) with Modelling the circadian regulation of the
immune system: sexually dimorphic effects of shift work.
Putting on such a meeting requires much dedication and hard work and would not be possible without the
efforts of the Scientific Organizing Committee, the Scientific Directors, the Session Organizers, and the CMS staff.
Ailana Fraser (University of British Columbia), Monica Nevins and Mateja Šajna (University of Ottawa) the
Scientific Directors, worked tirelessly on a large scientific program originally for 2020 and then for 2021 when the
meeting was postponed and moved online . Their dedication and flexibility helped to make this 75th +1
anniversary meeting one to remember.
The CMS would like to acknowledge financial support from the University of Ottawa, MITACS, PIMS, FIELDS, CRM,
AARMS, MapleSoft, and Bolster Academy.
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The Canadian Mathematical Society welcomed 600 mathematicians to the online platform for the 2021 CMS
Winter Meeting from December 2-7. This was the fourth online meeting the CMS has hosted. Participants
attended over 30 scientific sessions; four plenary lectures; two prize lectures and one public lecture over the
course of the meeting. The plenary lecturers were Richard Hoshino (Northeastern University); Doina Precup
(McGilll University); Rediet Abebe (University of California Berkeley and Dimitris Koukoulopoulos (University of
Montreal).
The three-hour mini courses, took place on Thursday, December 2. There were three mini courses offered, which
included: a free course for an Introduction to Programming in Maple; and two other courses: an introduction to
self-similarity and an introduction of modelling for infectious diseases with vaccination.
At the end of Thursday, the CMS hosted a Public Lecture featuring Caroline Colijn (Simon Fraser University) who
gave a talk titled: Mathematics and the pandemic: from populations to individuals.
The official conference began on Friday afternoon with an opening and welcome given by CMS President, Javad
Mashreghi.
The CMS Student Committee (STUDC) hosted a student social giving students a chance to network and interact in
a non-academic setting in a relaxed setting. Mathematically themed games were also played.
The meeting also included a panel discussion on Tuesday, December 7, which was organized by Nicholas Fillion
and Martiza Branker. The panel discussion focused on snapshots of Women in Mathematical History.
During the 2021 Winter Meeting, attendees were able to network with peers and like-minded individuals on the
online community boards and in our networking sessions.
*section continues on the next page.
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The customary awards banquet was not possible, but the CMS recognized our 2021 prize winners during the
opening remarks and prize winners also prepared a lecture. Those recipients include: Joseph Khoury (University
of Ottawa) recipient of the Adrien-Pouliot Prize, Luke Postle (University of Waterloo) recipient of the CoxeterJames Prize who gave a lecture on On Hadwiger’s Conjecture, Christopher Liaw (University of Toronto) recipient
of the CMS Blair Spearman Doctoral Prize who gave a lecture on Optimal anytime regret with two experts, and
Kseniya Garashuk (University of the Fraser Valley) recipient of the Graham Wright Award.
The AARMS – CMS Student Poster Awards were also presented during the online event. The winners were
AARMS Prize: Benoit Corsini (McGill University) with Local minimum spanning tree optimization; CMS Student
Committee Prize: Tian Wang (University of Illinois Chicago) with On the Effective Version of Serre’s Open Image
Theorem; and CMS President’s Prize: Gavin Orok (Waterloo University) with Patterns in Higher-Dimensional
Electron Domain Geometries.
Putting on such a meeting requires much dedication and hard work and would not be possible without the
efforts of the Scientific Organizing Committee, the Scientific Directors, the Session Organizers, and the CMS staff.
The Scientific Directors, Nils Bruin (Simon Fraser University), and Nilima Nigam (Simon Fraser University) worked
tirelessly on a large scientific program. Their dedication and flexibility helped to make this 2021 Winter Meeting
one to remember.
The CMS would like to acknowledge financial support from MITACS, PIMS, FIELDS, CRM, AARMS, and MapleSoft.
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In 2021, the EDI committee members were:

Habiba Kadiri (Lethbridge, chair since July 2021)
Elana Kalashnikov (Waterloo, since July 2020)
Karen Meagher (Regina, since July 2020, WIM chair and representant)
Israel Ncube (Alabama A&M, since July 2020)
Monica Nevins (Ottawa, since July 2020, executive committee representant)
Steven Rayan (Saskatchewan, chair until July 2021)
Reila Zheng (Toronto, since July 2020)

Committee members range from student to full professor level, belong to different scientific societies,
represent different Canadian regions, and have worked in a diversity of institutions, with a variety of
experience in teaching, research, and service. In Summer 2021, we motioned for an 8th member to join.
Advertising and nomination followed, and in January 2022, Zohreh Shahbazi (Toronto) joined the committee.
We transitioned the chair position in July (officially in January 2022). The committee is indebted to the
leadership, the ethics, and empathy Steven Rayan has shown in setting up the foundations for this committee.
All members have been deeply committed to this EDI mandate for the CMS. In 2021, we met in February,
March, April, May, July, September, October, and November.
In 2021, the various activities of the committee included:
-In Spring 2021, the CMS code of conduct was included in the membership and registration form to support
making our conference environment more professional and welcoming.
-In Spring 2021, we nominated some of the Canadian mathematicians to be featured by the Society (in posters,
in the Inclusive Mathematics page and webinar) to celebrate the diversity among mathematical role models.
-In March 2021, the committee used a $13000 RBC fund for EDI to create a CMS RBC Excellence Scholarship: 13
scholarships of $1000 each were distributed to encourage students in their undergraduate studies in
mathematics.
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-Summer 2021 saw the discovery of mass graves in residential schools and hate crimes fueled by
islamophobia. Steven Rayan (EDI) and Keith Taylor (Truth and Reconciliation) worked with Javad Mashreghi
(President) and Termeh Kousha (Executive Director) to address these horrific events. This resulted in the
folloing messages to the community: “Condolences to the Families and Communities of the 215 Kamloops
ResidentialSchool Children” and “July 1st, Day of Mourning and Reflection for the CMS”.
At the Summer Session 2021 (75th+1 anniversary), in Ottawa online, the committee, led by Elana
Kalashnikov and Reila Zheng, organized the Equity Forum: “Women in Math” by Alexandra Wesolek and
Danielle Rogers (SFU), “LGBTQ+” by Anthony Bonato (Toronto Metropolitan University), “Institutions and
inclusion” by Marni Mishna (PIMS-SFU), “Model minority myth” by Pamela Brittain and Mary Reid (Toronto),
“Barriers to EDI" by Israel Ncube, “Transgender women” by Hermie Monterde (Manitoba), “Indigenous
mathematics” by Edward Doolittle (First Nations University[JH1] of Canada).
-In September 2021, the CMS Notes MOSAIC (Mathematics, Outreach, Society, Accessibility, and
Inclusiveness) column was launched. This column provides a place for mathematicians to submit articles
sharing challenges and successes in enacting EDI initiatives within their university, with competitions,
outreach activities, or other events. 2021 articles were: Introducing MOSAIC: Asking the Tough but Simple
Questions (Steven Rayan), Connecting Women in Math Across Canada Workshop An effective on-line
networking conference (Karen Meagher), Field Notes from Diversity and Equity Committee Work (Herng Yi
Cheng, Toronto).
-At the Winter Session 2021, in Vancouver online, the committee, led by myself and Monica Nevins,
organized the EDI Forum. Talks were: “A conversation about equity, diversity and inclusion” by David A. Pike
(Memorial), “An Overview of the Math Alliance” by David Goldberg (Purdue), “The definition of a
mathematician” by Rosalie Belanger-Rioux (McGill), “Academic Leadership Roles in Equity, Diversity and
Inclusion in the Sciences: A Mathematician’s Perspective” by Mary-Catherine Kropinski (SFU).
-An open call for abstracts for all scientific sessions was discussed in 2021 and has been launched for the
Summer 2022 meeting (2021 EDI forums were open calls): together with a call to organizers to pay attention
to it will allow to broaden the diversity among speakers and organizers. Diversity includes topics of interest,
levels of careers, geographic location, and demographics.
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Current and ongoing projects include:
-studying best practices for gender identification questionnaires and more generally demographic
questionnaires, with the goal to advise and make recommendations concerning the inclusion of these
questionnaires in membership or registration forms.
-studying more inclusive ways to nominate members to attract more new and more diverse people to staff
committees.
-developing a national EDI survey to help chart the landscape of the needs and desires of underrepresented
groups. Following the 2021 Diversity Survey of the Canadian Association for Physicists, and of the American Math
Society, the EDI committee is drafting a survey to understand the current demographics of Canadian
Mathematics: who are we? what do we do? what are our experiences in the math community? What are key
barriers specific to underrepresented groups? Such a survey would be the first of its kind in our field and would
inform the CMS on existing and new initiatives. At this stage of drafting, the survey now requires some expertise
outside the EDI committee (such as social scientists and ethics committee).
-developing a national EDI network and an EDI wiki in order to collect and share EDI resources in Canadian math
departments and institutes. Such a network will help to amplify the messages sent to current members as well
as to broaden its reach.
These proposals would need further discussion and support to be implemented.
The EDI committee would like to thank Termeh Kousha, Zishad Lak (past) and now Jessica Horobetz, Sarah
Watson (past) and now Jessica Wallace for the numerous discussions, their support and their intense work on the
communication and meetings front.
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Chair: Brian Forrest
As was the case in 2020, in 2021 the pandemic continued to play a central role in all aspects of education. But unlike
the initial shock of the early shift to remote teaching, there are positive signs that both faculty and students have
made significant strides in adjusting to the challenges posed by Covid. That said, the pandemic has most certainly
impacted the activities of the Canadian Mathematical Society’s Education Committee. While everyone is anxious for
things to return to “normal” the last two years have also presented some opportunities which can hopefully have a
long-lasting positive influence as well.
Here are some of the key developments relating to the Education Community over the last year:
Education Committee Membership: At the end of 2020 there were multiple spots open in the main committee as well
as the various subcommittees. With the approval of the Board not only were the vacant spots filled but the committee
membership was expanded considerably to provide broader diversity and to give the committee additional human
resources to work with. One of the aims of this expansion was to allow for an integration of the CMS’s educational
endeavours with many exciting activities that are taking place nationally.
Awards: The Excellence in Teaching Award recognizes sustained and distinguished contributions to the teaching of
undergraduate mathematics in Canada. This year the Committee selected Alfonso Gracia-Saz University of Toronto
(Excellence in Teaching Award) and (Adrien Pouliot Award).
Tragically, Professor Gracia-Saz passed away on May 6th, 2021, just before his planned Prize Lecture. In response to
his untimely passing, it was decided to proceed with the Prize Lecture in his honour and in order to give his many
friends and opportunity to participate, the session was opened to the public.
Alfonzo’s colleague Bernardo Galvao-Sousa led the audience in an interactive tour of all that made Alfonzo so special
and Joel Kamnitzer, this years Jeffery-Williams Prize recipient, reminisced about the influence his long-time friend
had on Joel’s approach to teaching. It was a fitting tribute to an outstanding educator who left us far to soon.
The Adrien Pouliot Award recognizes individuals or teams of individuals who have made significant and sustained
contributions to Canadian mathematics education. This year the very deserving recipient was Joseph Khoury of the
University of Ottawa. Joseph has been a leader in the Canadian Mathematics Education community for several
decades including multiple terms as Chair of the Society’s Education Committee.
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Educational Sessions at the Summer and Winter Meetings:
There were three education related sessions at each of this year’s Summer and Winter Meetings, with one session
focused on Indigenous Mathematics education at each of these two meetings.
In recent years, attendance at the educational sessions during in-person meetings has grown significantly. It would
not be uncommon for a talk to draw in excess of fifty people. However, the switch to online meetings during the
pandemic has actually had a number of very positive effects on the educational component of the Society’s
meetings. The online format allowed access to our sessions to a much wider and more diverse audience, including
secondary teachers in much greater numbers than in the past. It has also allowed us to attract more high impact
international speakers and has subsequently raised the profile of many of our own members internationally. Going
forward, it is desirable to continue to offer online opportunities for sessions targeted at the education community.
Provincial Mathematics Competition Grants: Due to the ongoing pandemic applications for support has decreased
considerably. This year there were only 4 applications compared with the norm of about a dozen or so. All of these
applications were deemed to be very worthy of support. As we exit from the pandemic it is expected that requests
for support will quickly return to pre-pandemic levels.
Math Camps: Due to the pandemic there has been very little in the way of sponsored Mathematics Camp activity to
report. Our hope is again that as the pandemic eases, we can return to a more normal activity level.
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Fellows Selection Committee Members: Mark Lewis (Chair), Ailana Fraser (UBC Vancouver), Malabika Pramanik
(UBC Vancouver), Thomas Salisbury (York), Malgorzata Dubiel (Simon Fraser, ex-officia honourary member),
Javad Mashreghi (Laval, President)
Recommendations: There were 10 nominations received for 2021 CMS Fellows (5 new and 5 forwarded from last
year). The Committee met on May 14, 2021 and unanimously recommended the following individuals (given in
alphabetical order) for Fellowship in the Canadian Mathematical Society:
1. François Bergeron
2. Eyal Z. Goren
3. Lisa C. Jeffrey
4. Veselin Jungic
Additional Fellows: There were also 3 CMS members that received automatic fellowship in 2021 based on their
role and/or eligibility as follows:
1. Brian E. Forrest (Chair of Education Committee (2021) and won the Excellence in Teaching Award in 2007)
2. David A. Pike (incoming President-Elect)
3. Kseniya Garaschuk (winner of the 2021 Graham Wright Award for Distinguished Service)
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The finance committee met twice in 2021, once in April and once in November. Despite the uncertain situation
over the past two years, the Society enjoyed a healthy surplus in 2021 thanks to government support in the form
of salary subsidies and rent subsidies, and growing revenue from competitions and grants. The Society is wellpositioned financially to return to pre-pandemic operations, which includes no longer relying on government
rent and wage subsidies and a return to in-person meetings.
In light of the current financial climate, there were expected investment and revenue drops in Q1 of 2022 when
compared to Q1 of 2021, but this will not cause any longer-term issues thanks to our overall healthy financial
position. A concern going forward is the continuing steady decline in publication revenues, which will necessitate
either new income streams or decreased expenses in the future; however this situation is already being
examined by an ad-hoc committee and so seems well under control.
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The International Affairs Committee (IAC) acts as a liaison between the Canadian mathematical sciences
community and international organizations whose activities relate to the mathematical sciences and
mathematics education. The Committee includes representatives of the Canadian Applied and Industrial
Mathematics Society (CAIMS), the Canadian Mathematics Education Study Group (CMESG), and the Statistical
Society of Canada (SSC).
Among its main liaison activities, the IAC serves as Canada's national committee for mathematics, representing
the National Research Council of Canada (NRC) in its relation with the International Mathematical Union (IMU).
Canada has been a member of the IMU since 1932. The NRC is Canada's Adhering Organization to the IMU,
responsible for the payment of Canada's dues as a top category "Group V" country (a status it has had since
1998). The national committee represents Canada's mathematical community, so that diversity, continuity and
renewal are all important to its activities in maintaining a good and stable relationship between the NRC and the
IMU. Each year, the Chair of the IAC submits written information to and is interviewed by the NRC, as an Annual
Performance Review.
The IAC collaborates with the Research Committee on the nomination of speakers for ICMs. This year, in response
to a call from the IMU, the IAC discussed candidates for nomination to offices of the IMU, and submitted
nominations for the Executive Committee of the IMU, and for IMU Representative to the International
Commission on the History of Mathematics (ICHM). The IAC also studied the possibility of Canada's hosting a
reception at ICM 2022 in St. Petersburg, following previous discussions with the IMU, NRC and the Canadian
Embassy in Moscow. This was before the developments of early 2022, which caused the CMS to abstain from
participating.
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The Invested Funds Committee (IFC) of the Canadian Mathematical Society (CMS) met on Thursday, April 22,
Friday, June 4, and Thursday, October 21, 2021. All members of the committee (C. Hyndman, R. Makarov, D.
Saunders and L. Seco) attended the meetings. The October meeting featured a presentation by Wendi Zou and
Alou Koumare from TD, who discussed the portfolio’s performance since the last meeting.
Overall, the invested funds portfolio performed well in 2021. The year featured very strong equity returns,
tempered somewhat by the poor performance of bonds. Volatility, COVID, supply chain issues, and the impact of
inflation remain sources of concern when considering the future performance of the portfolio.
The portfolio is well-diversified, conservative, and passively invested across funds. After the October meeting,
given its concerns regarding inflation risk, the IFC made the following recommendation to the CMS board:
Reduce the allocation to cash and equivalents by 5% (from 20% to 15%), and put the funds in Canadian equities.
We note that the new allocation is also more in line with standard allocations for portfolios of this type, as we
have been over-weighted in our position in cash and equivalents in recent years. The new portfolio would
feature an allocation of 60% to equities (25% Canadian Equities and 35% Global Equities), 25% to Canadian
Bonds, and 15% to the Short-Term Investment Fund. It is anticipated that there might be greater certainty
regarding the degree of persistence of inflation by the middle of 2022.
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Chair: Dorette Pronk (Dalhousie University, Halifax)
Introduction
The Mathematical Competitions Committee (MCC) oversees the Society's involvement in mathematics contests.
The Society currently sponsors and runs four competitions: the Canadian Open Mathematics Challenge (COMC),
the Canadian Mathematical Olympiad (CMO), the Canadian Junior Mathematical Olympiad (CJMO) and the
Canadian Mathematical Gray Jay Competition (CMGC). The MCC is also responsible for Canada's participation in
the Asian Pacific Mathematics Olympiad (APMO), the European Girls Math Olympiad (EGMO), the Pan-American
Girls Math Olympiad (PAGMO) and the International Mathematical Olympiad (IMO) with the related training
camps and oversees the CMS National Math Camp.
Most of the work of the MCC is done by its four subcommittees (the COMC, CMO, EGMO and IMO Committees).
Further information, including press releases, on most of the items in this report can be found through the CMS
Competitions web pages: https://www.cms.math.ca/Competitions/ and www.cms.math.ca/MediaReleases/.
The MCC and (especially) its subcommittees have been very active this year, with a large number of deadlines
throughout the calendar. Due to the COVID pandemic various adaptations had to be made and we thank all
committee members for their efforts, enthusiasm and thoughtful consideration of changes that needed to be
made. You have ensured that Canadian students could still participate in our competitions at all levels, from the
Gray Jay to the CMO and the international contests. The CMS Executive Office also deserves our special gratitude
for their dedication and support this year.
The European Girls Math Olympiad
The 10th European Girls Math Olympiad was held in hybrid format in Kutaisi, Georgia, April 9-16, 2021. The
Canadian team participated remotely for the second consecutive year. The actual contest days were April 11 and
12, with 4.5 hours to work on three problems each day, just as at the IMO. Due to ongoing COVID-regulations the
students had to write the exam in their own homes. Each country participates with a team of up to four students.
This was Canada’s fourth year to participate in EGMO and our first time to win a gold medal at the EGMO! The
students on the team were:
·Kaylee Ji from Bergen County Academies, Hackensack, NJ;
·Jennifer Wang from University of Toronto Schools, Toronto, ON;
·Allison Tsypin from Marianopolis College, Westmount, QC;
·Yfan (Emma) Tang from University of Toronto Schools, Toronto, ON.
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The leader was Dr. Mariya Sardarli from the University of Chicago and the deputy leader was Elnaz Hessami Pilehrood
from the University of Toronto; the observer with the deputy leader was Anna Krokhine from Princeton University. All
three of our leaders this year are Olympiad alumni: Mariya participated in the 2011 IMO where she won a bronze medal,
Elnaz participated in the 2018 EGMO where she won a silver medal and Anna participated in the 2018, 2019 and 2020
EGMO contests and won a bronze medal each year!
We are extremely grateful to our principal sponsor, the Faculty of Mathematics at the University of Waterloo, for
financially supporting our training program and participation in the contest. All training was provided online this year.
The team members trained with potential IMO students at the winter training camp, early in January, and the second
round of training was provided over several weekends leading up to the EGMO contest dates. The leaders were assisted
in the training by IMO alumni Edgar Wang, Howard Halim and Yuquing Wu, and former IMO team leaders James
Rickards and Jacob Tsimerman.
The Canadian team placed 19th (joint with Bulgaria) out of 55 countries. The top three countries were Russia, the USA
and Peru, in that order. EGMO Math team Canada was awarded with a Gold Medal and a Silver Medal. The Gold Medal
was awarded to Kaylee Ji and the Silver Medal was awarded to Jennifer Wang. The team's total score was 44 out of 252.
The Canadian Mathematical Olympiad
Eighty-nine Canadian students from more than fourty-eight different schools wrote the 53rd Canadian Mathematical
Olympiad (CMO) on March 11, 2021, partly in the presence of tutors and proctors and mostly online via Crowdmark. Most
were invited on the basis of their performance in the most recent Canadian Open Mathematics Challenge or the CMO
Qualifying Repêchage, a set of 8 problems posted online in the first half of February. Invited participants had just one
week to submit solutions. The Repêchage was assembled by a group of volunteer experts, chaired by Lino Demasi, who
was helped with the grading by Shawn Godi, Graeme Kemkes, and Mark Saaltink. A small number of additional
invitations were made, in particular to winners of the Concours de l’Association mathématique du Québec and the
Alberta High School Mathematics Competition. In addition, eight students wrote the CMO as unofficial participants,
through a special agreement with ASDAN and the Thai-Canadian Alumni Association that gives Chinese and Thai
students the opportunity to attempt the CMO. This year we had five students from China and three from Thailand. We
had actually invited nineteen students, but due to the unusual circumstances of the pandemic only eight students
accepted our invitation.
The successful running of the contest is due largely to the efforts of the CMS Staff, particularly Sarah Watson, Gosia
Skrobutan, and Alan Kelm. Thanks are also due to the members of the CMO Committee, who created and fine-tuned the
problems, and graded the exams. This was a difficult year as we lost a particularly passionate and active member of the
CMO committee, Matthew Brennan, when he passed away very suddenly in February. To commemorate all his
contributions to our competition program, as a student, a trainer, a marker, and creator of competition problems, the
CMS has instated the Matthew Brennan Award for the Best Solution to a CMO problem. The first of these was won this
year by the first place winner of the CMO, Warren Bei, who is home-schooled and only in seventh grade! Note that we
had four second place scores: all four students had a perfect score on the first four problems and 0 points on the last
problem.
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The top score this year was 29/35, the median score was 9/35.
The following students received prizes:
FIRST PRIZE and the CMO Cup: Warren Bei, Vancouver, BC (homeschooled)
SECOND PRIZE: Thomas Guo (Philips Exeter Academy, Exeter, NH, USA); Zhening Li (Sir John A. Macdonald Secondary
School in Waterloo, ON); Arvin Sahami (RWS, Richmond Hill World School, Richmond Hill, ON); Eric Shen (University of
Toronto schools, ON)
HONOURABLE MENTIONS were awarded to: Kaylee Ji (Bergen County Academies, Hackensack, NJ); Alec Le Helloco (Lycée
Blaise Pascal, Orsay, France); Kevin Min (Cupertino High School, Cupertino, CA, USA); Zixiang Zhou (London Central
Secondary School, London ON)
This was the last year that Alina Stancu served as chair of the CMO subcommittee. We thank her for all her hard work over the
past years and in particular for transitioning the marking of the CMO from paper marking to marking using Crowdmark. We
welcome Pawel Pralat as new committee chair. We also thank departing members Adrian Tang and Iosif Polterovich for their
work on the committee and are grateful to welcome former Olympians Victor Rong, Howard Halim and Eric Shen to the
committee. Furthermore, Bogumil Kaminski (Warsaw School of Economics) and Calum MacRury (PhD student, University of
Toronto) have joined the committee.
A full report of the 2021 CMO, including the question paper, solutions and analysis of the marking can be found at
www.cms.math.ca/Competitions/CMO.
The Society is indebted to many sponsors for the success of the CMO, particularly to its premier sponsors, the Casual Actuarial
Society and the Society of Actuaries.
The Canadian Junior Mathematical Olympiad
This was our second year to hold the Canadian Junior Mathematical Olympiad for top-scoring students in grade 10 or below
who do not qualify for the CMO. The contest is written at the same time and date as the CMO. This year twenty students wrote
the contest.
The 2021 CJMO Champions are Maggie Pang (Marc Garneau C.I., ON) and William Zhao (Windemere Ranch Middle School, CA,
USA). Honourable Mentions were won by:
·Emily Qingle Liu (Marc Garneau C.I., ON),
·Raymond Wang (University Transition Program, Vancouver, BC) BC),
·Richard Zhang (Georges Vanier Secondary School, North York, ON).
Further details regarding the CJMO are available through CMO - Canadian Mathematical Olympiad | CMS-SMC.
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The Asian Pacific Mathematics Olympiad
The 33rd Asian Pacific Mathematics Olympiad (APMO) was written on Monday March 8, 2021 in
North and South America, and on Tuesday March 9 in the Western Pacific and Asia, with Canada serving as the coordinating
country. Of the thirty Canadian students who wrote the four-hour competition with five problems, ten were Canada's official
participants.
·The top Canadian student was Zixiang Zhou (London Central Secondary School, London, ON), who was given a Gold Award.
·Silver Awards went to Arvin Sahami(Richmond Hill World School, Richmond Hill, ON) and Eric Shen (University of Toronto
Schools, Toronto, ON).
·Bronze Awards went to Warren Bei (homeschooled, Vancouver, BC), Kaixin Wang, Thomas Guo (Phillips Exeter Academy,
Exeter, NH), and Kevin Min (Cupertino High School, Cupertino, California).
·Honourable Mentions went to Antoine Labelle, Andrew Wen and James Yang.
Canada ranked 3rd among 37 participating countries with a total score of 194 out of 350. Further details regarding the APMO
are available through www.cms.math.ca/Competitions/APMO/.
International Mathematical Olympiad
The 62nd International Mathematical Olympiad (IMO) was held in St Petersburg in July 2021, but held completely remotely. The
Team Leader was Alex Song from Citadel LLC, the Deputy Leader was Daniel Spivak from the University of Toronto and the
Observer with the Deputy Leader was Robert Garbary from the University of Waterloo. The six high school students on the
Canadian team were:
·Eric Shen, University of Toronto Schools, Toronto, ON
·Thomas Guo [Markham, ON], Phillips Exeter Academy, Exeter, NH, USA
·Zixiang Zhou, London Central Secondary School, London, ON
·Kevin Min, Cupertino High School, Cupertino, California
·Arvin Sahami, Richmond Hill World School, Richmond Hill, ON
·Warren Bei, Homeschooled, West Vancouver, BC
Four of the team members wrote the contest on the University of Waterloo campus under the supervision of Dani Spivak.
The Canadian team placed 5th out of 107 countries. Our highest placement ever (the last time when we placed 5th, this was tied
with Thailand). The top three countries were China, Russia and South Korea, in that order. Math team Canada was awarded with
three gold and three silver medals. The Gold Medals were awarded to Thomas Guo, Eric Shen, and Zixian Zhou, and the Silver
Medals were awarded to Kevin Min, Arvin Sahami and Warren Bei. The team's total score was 151 out of 252. Note that Kevin is
one of the youngest contestants representing Canada at the IMO, being only in grade 7. Obtaining a silver medal is a very
impressive achievement and we look forward to Warren’s results in future contests. The team trained this year virtually, both
for the win training camp, and throughout the summer.
The CMS's Media Release on the 2021 IMO can be found at https://cms.math.ca/news-item/all-members-of-math-teamcanada-medal-at-the-2021-imo/.
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The IMO Winter Training Camp was held completely virtually from January 2-6, 2021, and was attended by eighteen high
school students (fourteen male and four female) from across Canada and from abroad: twelve from Ontario, three from British
Colombia, two from the US and one from France. The program of the camp was organized by the IMO Team Leader Alex Song
with assistance from Dani Spivak (IMO Deputy Leader), Mariya Sardarli (EGMO Team Leader), Elnaz Hessami Pilehrood (EGMO
Deputy Leader) and additional trainers Victor Rong, Howard Halim, Edgar Wang, and David Tang.
CMS Canada Math Camp
The Canada Math Camp is designed primarily for younger Canadian students with at least two years remaining in high school
(grades 8-10) and with the potential to compete at the Mathematical Olympiad level. Participation in this camp is by invitation
only. Students were charged a registration fee of $100 (plus tax) each.
The 2021 CMS Canada Math Camp took place online, organized by Kyle Tran from the University of Toronto and the dates were
July 4 - 9, 2021. The instructor was Kasun Fernando Akurugodage, Post-Doctoral Fellow at the University of Toronto and former
Math Olympian for Sri Lanka. Twenty-five students attended the camp (six female, nineteen male). Fourteen were from
Ontario, four from British Columbia, one from Nova Scotia, one from Alberta, one from Quebec and four from the United States.
The selection process was based predominantly on the results of the COMC. The camp was held online and involved 20 hours of
class time, 2 office hours and an orientation meeting on Sunday July 4th. All students who answered the survey indicated they
had a good learning experience and most students who answered the survey found that the camp had increased their interest
in this field of study.
Remarks from Students:
“The camp was great. experienced teachers and interesting topics. I enjoyed it a lot. Thank you for organizing the summer
camp for us.”
“Make it 2 weeks... the only downside is that it's too short.”
See the Education Committee report for information about other Math Camp activities.
The Pan-American Girls Math Olympiad
After many years of preparation this was the inaugural year of the Pan-American Girls Math Olympiad (PAGMO) and Canada
was honoured to be invited to participate with a team of four students. Due to the circumstances of the pandemic the first
PAGMO did not have a host country and was held virtually. The organization was in the hands of the following committee:
Natalia García Fritz, Chile Math Olympiad
Isabel Hubard, Mexican Math Olympiad
Ana Paula Indacochea, Equatorian Math Olympiad
Elisa Lorenzo García, Spanish Math Olympiad
Ana Beatriz Studart, Brazilian Math Tournament for Girls of the Brazilian Math Olympiad.
The dates for the contest were October 4 and 5, 2021. Each day the students had 4.5 hours to solve three problems, just as at
the other International Mathematical Olympiad. The team leader for Canada was Elnaz Hessami Pilehrood from the University
of Toronto, the deputy leader was Diana Castaneda-Santos from the University of Waterloo and Dorette Pronk from Dalhousie
University served as observer with the leader. The students on our team were:
Emily Ma, Marc Garneau C.I., Toronto, ON;
Miranda Zhao, Marc Garneau C.I., Toronto, ON;
Yfan (Emma) Tang, University of Toronto Schools, Toronto, ON;
Kaylee Ji, from Bergen County Academies, Hackensack, NJ.
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Since the invitation arrived fairly close to the date of the contest we were not able to offer any additional training before the
contest and we used the results from contests held earlier in the year to choose the team members. Our girls proved that they
were already well-prepared for this contest: our team won two gold medals and two silver medals. Miranda Zhao and Kaylee Ji
were awarded a Gold Medal and Emily Ma and Emma Tang were awarded a Silver Medal.
The Gray Jay Competition
This was our second year of running the Gray Jay Math Competition (as the bird was renamed, this contest will from now on be
called the Canada Jay Math Competition – CJMC). This contest is based on the math curriculum from grade 5 till 8 and is open to
students in grades K-8. We saw a 40% increase in participation compared to the first year! A total of 2800 students wrote the
contest on November 18 and 19, 2021. Due to the pandemic situation, the Gray Jay was offered, for the second year in a row, in
two formats: paper and online. The contest was popular both in Canada and abroad and we used this to form new partnerships
with international organizations in over ten countries to offer the contest to more students. The overall median score this year
was 45/80 with a top quartile score of 60/80. 84 students obtained perfect scores this year, this includes one student in grade
4 and three students in grade 5. The grade-specific medians in the Canadian division were:
grade 4 or lower: 33
grade 5: 31
grade 6: 36.5
grade 7: 44
grade 8: 47
Thanks to the financial support of the Actuarial Foundation of Canada and the RBC Future Launch program, the Canadian
Mathematical Society could offer free registration to Black and Indigenous students as well as to a number of femaleidentifying students.
Further information can be found on the CMS website.
The Canadian Open Mathematics Challenge
The 26th writing of the COMC, the fourth sponsored by the Casualty Actuarial Society and the Society of Actuaries, took place
on October 28, 2021. The contest was again supported by a partnership of universities from across Canada. We are very
grateful for the efforts of the CMS office staff to set in place the possibility of on-line administration of the contest to respond
to the pandemic threat. For the second year in a row the contest was offered in both paper and electronic format. For the 2021
COMC, in partnership with the Award Scheme Development and Accreditation Network (ASDAN – Beijing), more than 700 high
school students in China registered to write the competition. (This was the fourth year of our partnership with ASDAN.) This
year, the CMS also formed new partnerships with Magic Square, MathsRFun, and Transition Labs University Preparatory School
which ran our competitions in Hong Kong, New Zealand and Australia, and India, respectively, with great success! Many
international students were excited to participate in a Canadian competition for the first time and more than 80 students in
these countries participated.
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The CMS extends a special note of thanks and appreciation to all the volunteers, at several locations across the country,
who helped to mark the competition papers. This was our fifth year working with Crowdmark.
The competition questions were developed by the 2021 Problem Committee which consisted of Margo Kondratieva
(chair), Lino Demasi, Adrian Tang, Shawn Godin, John Irving, Yuliya Nesterova, Jennifer Park, James Rickards, Alex Song,
Edgar Wang and Zack Wolske. We thank them for all their hard work and welcome the new members to the committee.
We are grateful to the Casualty Actuarial Society and the Society of Actuaries for their commitment to sponsor our
competitions for the coming year as well.
The COMC has several purposes. First and foremost, it aims to encourage students in their exploration of mathematics
and problem solving. Second, the COMC provides an enrichment activity for teachers to use with their students during
the fall term. Third, the COMC is used by the CMS to identify students who will write the Canadian Mathematical
Olympiad and who will attend, among other events, the Winter Training Seminar and the Canada Math Camp. It is also
used in the team selection for Canada’s EGMO team.
The 2021 COMC had 5197 students participating (4122 in Canada and 974 elsewhere, of which 704 wrote with ASDAN in
China, 17 wrote with MathsrFun, and 37 wrote with Trans Lab Preparatory). There were seven perfect papers this year.
The quartiles divided this year at the scores of 41, 29 and 18 points out of 80.
As in previous years, the top awards in the 2021 COMC were given in two categories. The first category this year is
Canadian-schooled students and Canadian citizens/PR-card holders at schools outside Canada. The top competitors in
this category were:
Gold Awards: Warren Bei, homeschooled, Vancouver, BC; Evan Lu, Hom. Vincent Massey S. S., Windsor, ON; Leo
Vanciu, Marianopolis College, Westmount, QC; Kaixin Wang, Magee S. S., Vancouver, BC; Haozhe Yang, Walter
Murray Collegiate, Saskatoon, SK; Ming Yang, Brophy College Preparatory, Phoenix, AZ; Zixiang Zhou, London
Central Secondary School, London, ON
Silver Awards: Marvin Mao, Bergen County Academies, Unites States; Kevin Min, Springlight Education Institute,
United States; Jason Zhang, ICAE, United States
Bronze Awards: Grace Xu, Ivy Golden Union, Vancouver, BC; Joey Zou, Woodlands School, Mississauga, ON
Honour Roll: Jiarui Cao, Abbey Park H.S., Oakville, ON; William Dai, Marc Garneau C.I., Toronto, ON; Jiang Xu
(Justin)Wan, University Hill Secondary School, Vancouver, BC; Xuezhi Wang, Royal St. George’s College, Toronto, ON;
Daniel Yang, University of Toronto Schools, Toronto, ON; James Yang, Iroquois Ridge High School, Oakville, ON.
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In addition, hundreds of awards at the provincial level and at various regional and grade levels were
received, and gift certificates were given out through random draws. A number of prizes were also
awarded to teachers in appreciation of their participation in the 2021 COMC.
In the International category the top competitors were:
Gold Award: Kavan Doctor, Springlight Education Institute, United States
Silver Award: Jason Mao, Bergen County Acadamy, United States
Bronze Award: Alexander Wang, Bergen County Acadamy, United States
Honour Roll: Lu Chang, Shanghai Stariver Biligual School, China; Rohan Das, BASI Independent
Silicon Valley, United States; Preston Fu, Saratoga High School, United States; Jeffrey Hu,
Saratoga High School, United States; Lincoln Liu, Sha Tin College, China
Further details are available at www.cms.math.ca/Competitions/COMC/.
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Chair: Alexandre Girouard (Laval)
The CMS Nominating Committee actively solicits and recruits individuals to volunteer with the CMS to support the
society with respect to its goal of enhancing the perception and strengthening the profile of mathematics in
Canada. The Nominating Committee ensures that the elections to the Executive and Board of Directors are
conducted in accordance with the society's general operating by-laws and that the Executive and Board receive
all necessary nominations required to fill vacancies in CMS standing committees. The Committee also periodically
reviews the terms of reference for all CMS standing committees.
The 2021 CMS Election took place during April and May and the results were approved at the CMS Annual General
Meeting in June, electing eleven officers and directors to the Board of Directors and Executive Committee. In
addition, in 2021, thirty-two appointments were made to committees, subcommittees, and editorial boards.
Many individuals supported the work of the CMS through Board membership and/or by serving on one or more
of the CMS’s standing committees, subcommittees or editorial boards over the course of the year.
Alexandre Girouard's term as Chair of the Nominating Committee came to an end on December 31, 2021. The CMS
thanks him for acting in this role and for his dedication to the society. On January 1, 2022 Megan Dewar assumed
the role of Chair.
In 2022 the Nominating Committee will continue their work, specifically focusing on the formation of two new
standing committees -- Human Rights of Mathematicians and International Prize -- which were formally
established in 2021.
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The committee would like to thank outgoing chair Matthias Neufang for his service.
The Canadian Journal of Mathematics and the Canadian Mathematical Bulletin both continue to publish top-quality
research. The pandemic has contributed to some delay in turn-around time, which the is being addressed by the Editors
in Chief. Both publications remain extremely selective, with rejection rates at around 90%, and even at this both have
backlogs (although these are slowly shrinking).
The publications committee has explored, and is proposing, the founding of two new journals. Transactions of the CMS
will seek to publish longer articles, while Proceedings of the CMS will strive to be a fast-turnaround, open-access journal
divided into sections by research area. Many of the papers rejected by CJM/CMB are very strong, and end up in other
good research journals. The CMS as a whole is arguably rejecting too many papers, and new journals are one way to
mitigate both this, and the backlog at the existing journals. At the same time, the income from CJM/CMB continues to
decrease, and so additional revenue from new journals is necessary for the financial health of the CMS. It is projected by
our publisher that most academic publishing will move to open-access within the next ~5 years, and starting a new
open-access journal now will allow the CMS to establish itself in this space, and gain a foothold and visibility, without
taking the more drastic step of converting the CJM/CMB to open access prematurely. (At the December meeting of the
board, it was decided to move ahead with only the Transactions for the time being.)
The Publications Committee would like to thank Louigi Addario-Berry and Eyal Goren for their contributions as Editors in
Chief of the CJM. Their term ends at the end of 2021, and they have left the journal in a very strong position. The
committee is pleased to announce that Robert McCann and Henry Kim have agreed to return as EICs of CJM starting in
2022.
Five new Associate Editors have been approved for the editorial board of CJM/CMB. The committee would like to
welcome Fabrizio Andreatta, Octav Cornea, Shaun Fallat, Matilde Lalin, and Alistair Savage and thank them for agreeing
to serve.
CRUX Mathematicorum continues to provide a valuable resource for your people with an interest in mathematics,
around the world. The ATOM series is also being revitalized as a free electronic pamphlet series. The series will expand
its offerings to include material for a younger audience. The CMS Book series has undergone a change, now being a
joint venture with CAIMS. Two volumes of the new series are already out, and this series is expected to continue to
produce around two volumes per year.
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The Terms of Reference for this committee state: The Reconciliation in Mathematics
Committee (RMC) is responsible for (i) coordinating the contributions of the mathematical community to the
reconciliation process, and for (ii) devising a strategy to eliminate educational and employment gaps in
mathematics between Indigenous and non-Indigenous Canadians.
The membership of the RMC is Keith Taylor (Chair), Melania Alvarez, Shawn Desaulniers, Edward Doolittle, Lisa
Lunney Borden, Benjamin Anderson-Sackaney, Linda Young, Matilde Lalin (President's designate), and Joseph
Khoury (Education Committee Representative). Benjamin Anderson-Sackaney and Linda Young were new
additions to the committee mid-year. Benjamin is an Indigenous PhD student at the University of Waterloo. Linda
Young is an Elder from Saskatoon who kindly agreed to join the committee and add her wisdom and insights on
the reconciliation process.
With the continuing pandemic-related restrictions, we have yet to meet in person as
a committee. However, synchronous and asynchronous discussions seem to work reasonably well. The meeting
associated with the CMS Winter 2021 meeting was held via zoom January 18, 2022.
One role of the RMC is to ensure that each national meeting of the CMS includes a session relating to
mathematics education of Indigenous students. There was such a session at both the Summer 2021 and Winter
2021 meetings. The organizers of both sessions consulted with the RMC and members RMC were active
participants in both sessions. The session at the summer meeting was Transitioning to University: Indigenous
Perspectives on Post-Secondary Mathematics organized by Darja Barr, Benoit Dionne, and Emily McKinnon. At
the winter meeting, we had Indigenizing University Mathematics organized by Naomi Borwein, Florence
Glanfield, and Veselin Jungic.
The current special focus of the committee is the development of a national set of resources for the support of
elementary teachers of Indigenous students.
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Chair: William Verreault (Laval)
Canadian Undergraduate Mathematics Conference (CUMC)
The Canadian Undergraduate Mathematics Conference (CUMC) local organizing committee, composed of students
from Western University and led by CUMC president Amar Venga once again, decided to host the conference
online in August amid the ongoing global pandemic and still delivered an excellent mathematical experience to
registrants from around the country and beyond. The Student Committee would like to thank the more than 50
students who gave a talk at the conference as well as the many keynote speakers and workshop panelists. The
Student Committee is also proud to say that CUMC 2022 will be held at Université Laval in Québec city (the
format of the conference is still to be determined).
Student Activities at the 2021 CMS Summer and Winter Meetings
The Student Committee organized multiple student-oriented events during the 2021 CMS Summer and Winter
Meetings held online. This included the usual student research talks, a poster session, a virtual math-themed
social event, and the first student communal writing workshop. Attendance is slowly decreasing at every new
online meeting, which seems to be the general trend.
Student Activity: Math Salon - Talks by super-students and their supervisors
In looking to adapt to an increasingly online world of academia, the Student Committee launched an online
monthly talk series in early 2021: Math Salon - Talks by super-students and their supervisors. All recorded talks
are available on the StudC website. This activity ended in November since most students went back to in-person
school and the attendance kept going down.
Change in Membership
In June, the Student Committee welcomed three new members (Ludovick Bouthat, Alice Lacaze-Masmonteil, and
Romina Mahinpei) and thanked those whose terms had ended (Adèle Bourgeois, Emily Carlson, Yuliya Nesterova,
Asmita Sodhi, Pamela Brittain, and Genevieve Maalouf). We would like to thank Sébastien Lord, whose role as cochair of the Student Committee ended in June, and William Verreault for taking on the role of Student Director on
the Board.
Funding for student activities
Despite the global pandemic, the Student Committee funded a student activity held online, namely the 14th
edition of the Ottawa Mathematics Conference (OMC). We hope to receive more funding requests for student
activities in the upcoming months.
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This past year was another very challenging year for everyone, including the Women in Math Committee. We
again found ourselves working from home, often with children, or while trying to care for elderly relatives,
sometimes at a distance. Some aspects of our jobs were more demanding; in particular, teaching required far
more time and graduate students needed more help. It was not possible to meet in person, but many of us
needed more than ever the support this community provides. The main accomplishment of this committee was
the Connecting Women in Math Across Canada Workshop, that enabled us to provide that support. Below is a
summary of all of our activities over the past year:
1. Connecting Women in Math Across Canada
Our big event of the year was the Connecting Women in Math Across Canada (CWiMAC) workshop June 2-3, 2021.
I have attached the complete workshop report.
This event was a long time in the making and was a real success. We had originally planned to have this meeting
in the days before the 2020 summer CMS meeting. Due to COVID-19, both the meeting and the workshop were
rescheduled for the 2021 summer and then moved to an on-line format. With so many of us working in isolation
and with significant challenges, this meeting was very much needed and was a great opportunity for the
community to connect. The on-line format was surprisingly effective and we were able to build up our network.
We had around 50 participants from seven different countries. We estimate that over half of the participants
were students or post-doctoral fellows. There were a variety of talks, including talks targeted to professional
development, two panel discussions and a popular public lecture about the history of women in mathematics.
We also had five junior researchers give talks on their research (who all received an honorium and a certificate!).
We held social events on the GatherTown platform, this was very effective and we were actually able to meet
and talk. There were two spin-offs from this event. First, we wrote about this workshop for the Mosaic Column in
the CMS Notes. Second, we invited the attendees to join our mailing list and now the WMC has an updated email
list to promote events related to women in math.
2. New Members of the Committee
Two of our members' terms ended. We were happy to welcome Barbara Csima (Waterloo) and Natasha Morrison
(Victoria) to the committee, and Karen Meagher (Regina) will continue to be the chair of the committee. Four
members' terms will end this year. We would like to consult with other committees on developing a new
procedure to replace these members. We also ended our status as a subcommittee of
EDI and are currently an independent committee.
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3. Survey and Breakout Sessions at the CMS Meeting
We hosted two breakout sessions, both called "Balancing Mathematics and Life in COVID Times" at the June 2021
CMS summer meeting. This discussion was open to all participants of the CMS meeting.
We conducted a small survey leading up to the session. The survey sampled, relative to before the pandemic,
how much time and energy was dedicated to certain academic and personal tasks. Examples included caretaking
responsibilities, research, administrative requests, time helping students outside of the classroom, days lost to
covid obstacles, etc. The survey also gauged the main concerns of the pandemic, which appear to be concern of
health and well-being, judgement of productivity, being unable to connect with peers, and future employment
opportunities.
We used this survey as a starting point for two breakout sessions at the CMS summer meeting. The first session
had a good attendance. Many attendees talked about their personal difficulties and challenges over the last
year. Suggestions of supportive measures and actions were also offered by participants. There was relatively
low attendance (under 10) for the second session, but the attendees talked with each other for over an hour and
made meaningful connections. In one sense the sessions were frustrating because there was nothing we could
do to help, but it was also a relief to just talk about challenges and know other people were experiencing the
same thing.
4. Participation in International Women in Math Events
Karen Meagher and Matilde Lalin are amassadors for the IMU Committee for Women in Mathematics (CWM) . This
helps the CWM to make connections with international women in math groups, as this is part their mandate.
Karen Meagher and Matilde Lalin participated in the Pan-American Meeting of the IMU-CWM ambassadors,
where Matilde Lalin gave a presentation on the activities around women in math in Canada, and are planning to
participate in the IMU Committee for Women in Mathematics Ambassadors Global Meeting in February.
5. Upcoming Career Development Workshop
During the CWiMAC workshop, we realized that there is a strong interest in targeted career development from
the junior participants. In response, we are planning to have a workshop this summer focused on career
development. This workshop will explore non-academic careers as well as academic careers. We are hoping to
cover topics like how to create an effective CV and how to do an academic interview. We have also been
contacting women with math degrees who are working in industry; we are gathering from them advice on how
to transition from graduate school to work. We will also explore opportunities outside of academia.
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Projects that promote the discovery, learning and application of mathematics in Canada are funded through
the CMS' Competitions and Endowment Grants Programs. Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, a number of
grants were not given in 2021 because many activities were cancelled and/or deferred to 2022.
The following activities that were awarded grants took place in 2021:
Endowment Grants

Trans and Queer Conference 2021
Carleton University Math Enrichment Program

Provincial Competition Grants

Concours de math (3 competitions)
Caribou Contest

Other Grants
Math Week for Black Students
Support for Black and Indigenous Students at UBC
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The Canadian Mathematical Society is greatly appreciative of the financial support and
encouragement received from all individual donors, including those who wish to remain
anonymous.
BENEFACTORS ($1000 OR MORE)
Robert Andrew Best, Karl H. Dilcher, Eddy F. Smet,
Peter D. Taylor, Winnie Steven Tse, Steven Rayan.
SUPPORTERS ($250-$999)
Benevity, Inc., John Chris Fisher, Kenneth R. Davidson, Jacques C.
Hurtubise, Gord Simons, Robert E. Woodrow, Jinzhi Yang, Bob Cronin,
Aqueduct Foundation - Hélène and Ray McLenaghan, Patricia and Nachman
Porat, Margaret Brady, Martin Abel, Jack Qiang Zhang, Thomas S. Salisbury,
Michael Doob, Hans Jacob Kummer, Jon H. Thompson, Elena Braverman,
Elena Hoffstein, James Douglas, Mimi Joh-Carnella, Trish Vakil, James
McNair, Jon Levin, Naomi Horodezky, Duff Craig, Monica Nevins.
FRIENDS (UP TO $250)
Nassif Ghoussoub, Robert P. Morewood, Anthony C. Thompson, Graham P.
Wright, Arthur S Finbow, David A. Pike, Frank Sottile, Mark Alun Lewis,
Barbara Watson, Jan S Depencier Seaborn, Cameron Sorlie, Mary Tse,
Teresa Tse, Alex Nikolic, len gallagher, Dominick J DelCasale, David L. E.
Bates, Brian Keith, Shannon Colleen Hogan, Christopher Bardsley, Matilde N
Lalin, Walter Burgess, David W. Boyd, L. Lorne Campbell, Edgar G. Goodaire,
Gena Hahn, Robert V. Moody, Richard J. Nowakowski, Harald W. Proppe,
David Ryeburn, Bill Sands, Bruce B. Watson, J. Harley Weston, Noriko Yui,
Dale Preston Odin Rolfsen, Mike Newman, Charles R. Diminnie, Igor
Babchine, Mikhail Kotchetov, Hongmei Zhu, Martin Pinsonnault, Stephen S.
Kudla, Patrick Speissegger, Jonathan Atkins, Jim Carrell, Ana Duff, Ana
Duff, Sherry Warsh, Faithe Holder, Sujatha Ramdorai, B and E Kymlicka,
Ethan Yixin Gong, Joseph Apaloo, Stanley N. Burris, Donald A. Dawson,
Jean-Marie De Koninck, Andrew P. Dean, Richard D. Duncan, Hadi
Kharaghani, Jan Minac, Patrick J. Ryan, Rafat Nabi Siddiqi, Eddy F. Smet, J.
Harley Weston, Neal Madras, John G. Heuver, Dorothea A. Pronk, Joseph
Khoury, Alyssa Sankey, Veselin Jungic, Sara Faridi, Dror Bar-Natan, Rene
Girard, Allysa Lumley, Askold Khovanskii, Alia Hamieh, T M G Ahsanullah,
Nancy Wright, Daryl Funk, Rodney Harold Cooper, Jinniao Qiu, Sean
Fitzpatrick, Amirhossein Amiraslani, Jason Fong, Elizabeth Maltais, Kate
Marshall, Martin Légaré, Mary Tse, Teresa Tse, Dale Park, Lori StephensonBrittain, Richard Froese, Liliana Simion, Robert Baker, Ymma Villacastin,
Mark N. Ellingham, Allysa Lumley, Novakowski Janice, Jean-Bernard FortinAllard, Patrick Mayard, Rafiat Bada Abubakar, Anton Mosunov, Bodnar
Jessica, Asmita Sodhi, Neil Julien Ross, Matthew Little, Dimitri Albert
Porturas, Vanessa Elena Radzimski, David W. Boyd, Bruce B. Watson.
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The Canadian Mathematical Society receives support for its activities from various
corporations, governments, mathematical societies, and institutions. The CMS would like
to express its sincere gratitude to the following organizations for their partnership and for
their generous support of the Society's programs:
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